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Abstract (en)
Method for modifying the playback rate of audio-video signals comprising the following steps: a) receiving an input signal from any source, b) storing
said signal into a working memory of an apparatus, c) setting the playback rate of said audio-video signal, d) reading out said audio-video signal
into said working memory, e) separating the audio portion from the video portion of said signal f) processing the playback rate both of the audio
portion and of the video portion wherein the parameter of the playback rate set at step c) is used in order to define the new frame-rate value of the
video portion and the new samples/second value of the audio portion, that have been modified individually and in a balanced way, g) joining the
audio portion with modified playback rate to the video portion with modified playback rate, h) generating and transmitting an output signal providing
synchronization between the audio portion and the video portion without leading to distortions and/or artefacts and/or losses of information on said
output signal and wherein the playback rate of the audio signal is set by finding the audio signal components related to pauses, that is without voice
emission, and related to speech, that is voice emission, a different playback rate being defined for said two components of the audio signal, and
said different playback rate being applied also for processing the different playback rate of video signal components coinciding with the audio signal
components related to pauses and speech. The present invention relates also to an apparatus for performing said method.
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